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10th May, 2017 

Student Attendance 

last week 
 

Percentage of students at school 

95.2% 
 

Percentage of students on time 

94.2% 

Dear Parent/Guardians, 

Education Week is an opportunity for all primary, secondary and 
early childhood services to showcase the work they are doing for 
students.  This year, the focus of Education Week is Healthy Mind, 
Healthy Body.  On Wednesday May 24th, we will have an open 
night with a number of activities running throughout the school.  The 
choir will kick off the night with 2 songs in the school hall 
commencing at 630pm.  Then there will be a variety of activities 
running in classrooms for families to participate in.  At the end of the 
night we will gather in the hall and draw some raffle prizes for those 
families who were able to attend.  Below is a list of the activities that 
will be running: 

We hope you will be able to join us for this event. 
 
NAPLAN 
This year the National Assessment Program - Literacy And 
Numeracy (NAPLAN) testing for Years 3 and 5 students will be held 
on Tuesday 9th May, Wednesday 10th May and Thursday 11th 
May.  NAPLAN is a set of tests under-taken by all students in Years 
3, 5, 7 and 9 - across Australia.  The three days of testing focus on 
Reading, Writing, Language Conventions (spelling, grammar and 

Coming Events 

Term 2 2017 
Fri. 12/5   Winter Sport 
Thur. 18/5   Brainstorm Productions P-6 
    Magic Words 
Fri. 19/5   Winter Sport 
    District Cross Country 
Mon. 22/5   Cross Country Reserve Day 
    Education Week 
Wed. 24/5   Education Week—Open Night 
    6:30-8:00pm. 
Fri. 26/5   Winter Sport 
Fri. 2/6   Winter Sport 
Wed. 7/6   Reach Rookies Gr. 5-6 
Fri. 9/6   Winter Sport 
    Carp Productions P-2 
Mon. 12/6   Queen’s Birthday Holiday 
Fri. 16/6   Winter Sport 
Fri. 23/6   Winter Sport 
Tue. 27/6   Pupil Free Day—Reporting to 
    Parents 
Fri. 30/6   End of Term—2:30pm dismissal 
    End of Term Lunch 
    Free Dress Day Room Grade Activity 

201 1/2S Brain gym - dance 

202 Prep M Good food plates 

203 1/2R Shooting hoops 

204 2/3H Harry Potter Yoga 

08 5/6O Relaxation/Meditation/Yoga 

10 5/6S Relaxation/Meditation/Yoga 

11 4/5W Brainercise and Zumba Kids 

12 3/4B Healthy recipes - Let’s make them 

Music  Drumming 

Hall  No lights, no lycra - free dance 
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Student of the Week 
Monday 15th May 

 
PM—Zain S.—For working hard on his first 100 
words. 
 
1/2S—Amelia H.-B.—For her magnificent 
writing. 
 
1/2R—Tanisha McL.—For making a fantastic 
start at F.E.P.S. 
 
2/3H—Miranda K.—For trying hard with her 
reading. 
 
3/4B—Jaxon R.—For a great start to his time 
at F.E.P.S. 
 
4/5W—Daniel V.—For his fantastic effort on 
his lexile test and angles post test. 
 
5/6S—Lani S.—For displaying some 
outstanding leadership skills. 
 
5/6O—Jamal S.—For some outstanding 
reading and recount writing. 

MOTHER’S DAY 
Our Annual Mothers Day Stall 

will be held on Friday 12th 
May. 

Cost of gifts range from  
$1.00 to $3.50. 

Gift wrapping service is also available for a 
gold coin donation. 

We are also requesting donations for our 
stall and raffle. 

Donations can be left at the school office. 
 

Thanking you 
PFA 

punctuation) and Numeracy. 

The aim of NAPLAN assessments is to highlight the educational 
developments that students make over the course of their time at 
both Primary and Secondary School.  NAPLAN is not a pass or fail 
style of test, but rather it shows how individual student’s Numeracy 
and Literacy skills are progressing, against national standards for 
all Australian children. The results of this testing provides 
information for students, parents and teachers, which is used to 

improve student achievement. 

Testing is completed in May, however the results are not issued 
until later this year. Parents will be able to collect this report from 

their child’s class teacher once they have arrived at school. 

It is important to note that the individual student reports prepared 
by the classroom teacher give a more comprehensive and 
accurate picture of what your child is able to do and where they 

are having difficulties. 

More information on NAPLAN is available at www.naplan.edu.au. 

Mothers’ Day Stall 
The PFA will be holding our annual Mothers’ Day stall on Friday 
this week.  The cost of gifts will range from $1.00 to $3.50.  Our 
Year 6 students also offer a gift wrapping service for a gold coin 
donation. 
 
Student Leadership Team 
Our student leadership team have been working hard preparing for 
our weekly assemblies, ensuring that the yard is kept clean and 
organising activities around the school.  It has been good to watch 
their leadership skills develop over the year so far. 
 
 
Until next time, 
 
 
 
Brian McFall (Principal) 

http://www.naplan.edu.au/
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PARENT CORNER  
 

The following article is quite long 
but it is well worth the read. It 
explains in great detail the 
language to use as a family to 
generate independent thinking 
and actions in your children.  
 
The Language of 

Independence-building – By Michael Grose 
 

Independence-building is vitally important for parents.  
It’s the pathway to children’s competency, confidence 
and creativity, and the short cut to resilience and real 
learning. 
 

Families always develop shared language around the 
values that have strong meaning for them. If 
resilience is a shared value then there invariably will 
be a strong set of words and phrases about resilience 
factors such coping, flexibility and perseverance.   
 

Similarly, the values of independence and self-
sufficiency are reflected in a family’s proprietary 
language. In fact, it’s through shared language that 
culture exists. If you are looking to building a culture 
of independence in your family then creating your 
proprietary language around independence is a great 
way to start.  
 

These following twelve examples of independence-
building language, and the principles behind them, 
will help you create your own family’s language.  
 

“Never regularly do for a child the things a child 
can do for him or herself”  

Goal: Independence 
 

This is perhaps the original parenting-for-
independence manifesto, and it’s a philosophy that 
guides many teachers and parents today. In effect, 
this sentence means that wherever possible - we give 
children the skills and competencies to look after 
themselves physically and emotionally. It requires a 

great deal of patience, time and courage from 
parents and teachers as the sentence is easier to 
say than to put into practice. But it’s a worthy 
guiding principle that leads to self-sufficiency in 
children, and ultimately redundancy as parents. 
 

“Is this something you can do?”  
Goal: Self-help 
 

Independence takes many forms but perhaps the 
most common is the development of self-help skills. 
The confidence, pride and, for most, sheer pleasure 
that kids doing the simple things for themselves 
such a toddler tying his shoelaces or a child making 
her own lunch is immeasurable. Yet it is so easily 
denied by well-meaning parents and adults who see 
it as their job to do everything for children. 
Independence begins at home with the development 
of self-help skills. 
 

“Have you checked the help roster today?” 
     Goal: Contribution 
A great way to develop a sense of independence is 
to give kids opportunities to help out at home. There 
is no need to overburden children with jobs, but a 
sensible allocation of chores according to their age 
and study requirements is not only a great help to 
you, but fantastic training for them. It also builds 
accountability and a work ethic, both highly valued 
characteristics for continuing success at school and 
later in life.  
 

“Which of these two would you prefer?”   
Goal: Decision-making 
 

Parents as wise leaders need to call the shots on 
how the family life is conducted, including health 
and welfare issues such as appropriate bed and 
bath times. Some things are not up for negotiation. 
But there are areas where parents can rightfully 
hand autonomy to children and say, ‘It’s your call!’ 
Choice of clothes, how they keep their bedroom, 
what they eat and who they play with are the types 
of decisions they can make. Naturally, this is age-
related and you do need to have some influence on 
their choices. 
 

“How can you make this happen?”    
Goal: Problem-solving 
Kids get used to bringing their problems to parents 
to solve. If you keeping solving them, they’ll keep 
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bringing them. A problem-solving approach relies on 
asking good questions, which can be challenging if 
you are used to solving your child’s problems. The 
first question when a child brings you a problem 
should be: ‘Can you handle this on your own?’ Next 
should be, ‘What do you want me to do to help you 
solve the problem?’ These questions are not meant 
to deter children from coming to you; rather, to 
encourage and teach them to start working through 
their own concerns themselves. 
 

“We rely on you to do this.”  
     Goal:  Reliability 
Reliability is closely connected to responsibility and 
other aspects of independence.  Every child over the 
age of five, at the eldest, should do something that 
someone else relies on whether it’s looking after a 
pet, clearing the meal table or emptying the garbage 
on a regular basis. Having others rely on you has its 
challenges and can be a learning curve. They’ll 
inevitably forget to put the rubbish bins out on 
garbage night, meaning your bin will be overflowing 
for the next week. They’ll need to be reminded about 
feeding the pet or clearing the table. Kids inevitably 
won’t get things right, but that doesn’t mean we 
should stop giving them responsibilities.  
 

“What can you learn for next time?”   
     Goal: Self-sufficiency 
Learning from mistakes is part of the independence-
building process for children. Often adult impatience 
or unwillingness to put up with errors prevents us 
from giving kids the chance to do things for 
themselves or take real responsibilities.  If 
independence is to be a major part of your family’s 
culture then it’s imperative that we help kids learn 
from their mistakes whether social, behavioural or 
just messing up while helping out at home. 
 

“How do you feel about this?”   
Goal: Emotional intelligence 
 

An often over-looked aspect of independence is the 
ability to self-manage your emotional state. Emotional 
self-management starts with the recognition of how 
you feel about a particular event or action and then 
labelling that feeling. If possible prompt to identify 
their emotions before they act on them. You can also 
revisit events and ask children about the feelings that 
may have led to a certain behaviour such as hurting 

or yelling at a sibling. 
 

“When you muck up, you make up.”  
Goal: Accountability  
 

Kids of all ages will make mistakes. In fact, mucking 
up is part of the learning process. But kids will just 
repeat their mistakes unless they experience the 
consequences of their decisions. The use of 
behavioural consequences is a way of teaching 
children to take greater responsibility for their lives 
and to learn to make smarter choices.  
 

“How will you fix this?”   
Goal: Restoring relationships 
 

Independent kids are usually socially-smart kids 
who don’t operate in a bubble. They know that their 
behaviour impacts on others they are mindful of the 
thoughts, feelings and behaviours of others. They 
also make amends or restore relationships when 
their behaviour impacts negatively on others.  
Relationship restoration is a lifelong skill and 
involves the following: swallowing your pride, 
making up, giving something back, not holding a 
grudge and moving on. 
 

“You need to do what’s right, not what’s easy.”   
Goal: Integrity 
 

A sense of integrity is important for a child’s 
independence because it’s the basis of reasoned 
and socially focused self-control and self-
management. The job of parents is to move their 
children from ‘Me’ to ‘We’. Integrity is the great 
socialising agent for a child. They may get by 
without courage, endurance and grit but they won’t 
get far socially without integrity. 
 

“Let’s find a way to make this happen.”   
Goal: Positive risk-taking 
 

One of the ways to develop independence is to work 
with them to build their skills and abilities to safely 
navigate an ever-broadening environment outside of 
the relative safe confines of their home. Ideas 
include adults and kids doing things together such 
as catching public transport until they are ready to 
go it alone or with friends; and giving kids smaller 
freedoms that lead to bigger liberties such as 
allowing a young child to walk part of the way to 
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School Choir 
 
We are very proud to announce our 
Choir Members of the month for 
April 2017. 
They are: Lilah H. 3/4B, April K. 
3/4B, Frankie R. 4/5W and Cassidy 
E. 5/6S. 

They have all been showing excellent effort and 
working really hard on knowing their lyrics. 
Congratulations Lilah, April, Frankie & Cassidy, keep 
up the good work! 
 

We would also like to congratulate the following people 
on receiving attendance certificates for 10 lessons: 
Shanelle A., Torrah N., Ryan H., Maylani V., Lilah H., 
April K., Patricia R., Isabelle R., Zalia R., Cabriell T., 
Tamika C., Gabby C., Ruby G., Erin M., Frankie R., 
Andjelija S., Blessing T., Lily H., Mac H., Carla A., 
Cassidy E., Lani S., Madeline H., Taane C., Irah E., 
Emmy F., Belinda A., Charlee B., Chloe D., Emma L., 
Thomas P., Trinity V., Jasmine B., Jaxton E., Mia R., 
Tatiana F., Maki A., Maurice P. and Brook P. 
 
Until next time.........FEPS Harmony 

 

Happy Birthday 
 

May 11th  Chloe F.   1/2S 
   Emma L.   3/4B 
May 12th  Ella Mc.   PM 
   Zalia R.   3/4B 

school on their own and then extending the distance 
as they get more experience and feel more confident. 
 

Independence-building is vitally important for parents.  
It’s the pathway to children’s competency, confidence 
and creativity, and the short cut to resilience and real 
learning. We’ve gradually retreated from this 
approach over recent generations much to our 
children’s detriment. It’s time to help kids reclaim their 
independence. Getting our language right is a good 
place to start as family change always begins with 
shared language. 
 

Please don’t hesitate to see me if you wish to discuss 
this article further or any other issue which you 
believe may be affecting your child’s learning and 
social outcomes at school. 
 

Barb Heeney – Student Wellbeing Manager 

EDUCATION NIGHT—

24TH MAY 
 

Our school will be celebrating 
Education Night on Wednes-
day 24th May 6:30pm—
8:00pm.  

 
The theme this year is HEALTHY MIND, 
HEALTHY BODY. 
 
The choir will be performing 2 songs to start with 
then there will be different activities in the class-
rooms, music room and hall. 
 
In the junior area there will be Brain Gym activi-
ties and a healthy food plate. 
 
In the middle area Healthy Recipes and Zumba 
activities; Yoga in the senior area; drumming in 
the music room no lights, no lycra free dance in 
the hall. 
 
Look forward to seeing you there. 
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On Friday 28th April 1/2R and 1/2S, along with the rest of the junior school, had a 

 visit from Kim and her dog Shakira.  
We learnt the safe way to approach a dog.  

 Walk up slowly and stop. 

Stop three big steps away and ask the owner’s permission. 

Let the dog smell the back of your hand.  
Step to the side of the dog and stroke gently from the collar to the tail. 

 

We also learnt what to do if you are approached by an unknown or angry 
dog. 

Stand still. 
Hands down. 

Quiet as a mouse. 
Look at the ground. 
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The operating hours are:  
 

TUESDAY – 3:15pm – 3:45am 
FRIDAY - 8:45 – 9:15am and  

3:15 – 3:45pm 
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Frankston East Primary School 
Our Purpose: 

To provide the Frankston East Community with a friendly and dynamic learning environment that engages students who work 

to achieve their personal best in an atmosphere of mutual respect and cooperation. 

Frankston East Primary School promotes itself as an “Established School with Modern Ideas, based on Traditional Values” 

We Value: 

RESPECT We respect the rights of each other and our environment. 

TOLERANCE We accept individual differences in every way. 

EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE We believe in the right of every child to excel to their personal best. 

CONFIDENCE We instil in the child the confidence to approach the unknown. 

COMMUNITY INTERACTION We encourage honest and open community interaction and involvement 

FUN We never lose sight of the fun and enjoyment of learning. 

MUSICAL APPRECIATION 
We incorporate musical awareness, appreciation and performance throughout our 

programs. 

SPORTING INVOLVMENT 
Sporting involvement at all ages provides a wonderful insight into the development of 

people skills 

Our commitment to child safety 
 

Frankston East Primary School is committed to child safety. We want children to be safe, happy and empowered. We support and 

respect all children, as well as our staff and volunteers.  We are committed to the safety, participation and empowerment of all children. 

We have zero tolerance of child abuse, and all allegations and safety concerns will be treated very seriously and consistently with our 

robust policies and procedures. We have legal and moral obligations to contact authorities when we are worried about a child’s safety, 

which we follow rigorously.  

Our school is committed to preventing child abuse and identifying risks early, and removing and reducing these risks. Our school has 

robust human resources and recruitment practices for all staff and volunteers. Our school is committed to regularly training and educating 

our staff and volunteers on child abuse risks.  

We are committed to the cultural safety of Aboriginal children, the cultural safety of children from a culturally and/or linguistically diverse 

backgrounds, and to providing a safe environment for children with a disability. 

We have specific policies, procedures and training in place that support our leadership team, staff and volunteers to achieve these 

commitments.   If you believe a child is at immediate risk of abuse phone 000.  


